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The COHERENT experiment is well poised to test sub-GeV dark matter models using low-energy
recoil detectors sensitive to coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering (CEvNS) in the pi-DAR neu-
trino beam produced by the Spallation Neutron Source. We show how a planned 750-kg liquid argon
scintillation detector would place leading limits on scalar light dark matter models, over two orders
of magnitude of dark matter mass, for dark matter particles produced through vector and lepto-
phobic portals in the absence of other effects beyond the standard model. The characteristic timing
structure of a pi-DAR beam allows a unique opportunity for constraining systematic uncertainties on
the standard model background in a time window where signal is not expected, enhancing expected
sensitivity. Additionally, we discuss future prospects, further increasing the discovery potential of
CEvNS detectors. Such methods would test the calculated thermal dark matter abundance for all
couplings α′ ≤ 1 within the vector portal model over an order of magnitude of dark matter masses.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Evidence from cosmology continues to strengthen
the conclusion that ~80 % of the matter in the uni-
verse is not composed of standard model (SM) par-
ticles [1]. While the gravitational force of this dark
matter is readily observed over a large range of cos-
mological distance scales, its particle nature remains
elusive.
Detectors sensitive to low-energy nuclear recoils
are ideal for searching for sub-GeV particles postu-
lated as dark matter candidates [2–5]. Similar to
the CEvNS process [6], a dark matter particle can
interact coherently with an entire target nucleus at
a momentum transfer of Q2 < (50 MeV)2, greatly
enhancing the scattering cross-section. Thus, a rela-
tively small (tonne or few tens of tonne scale) detec-
tor sensitive to the several-keV nuclear recoil typical
of CEvNS can surpass the sensitivity of kilotonne-
scale detectors.
To satisfy the Lee-Weinberg bound for the WIMP
mass [7], sub-GeV dark matter models must also
predict a “portal” particle to mediate interactions
between the relic dark matter candidate and Stan-
dard Model particles. Such a weakly-coupled dark
portal particle could be produced at the SNS by de-
cay of pi0/η0 particles and nuclear absorption of pi−
particles produced by the interactions between the
1 GeV proton beam and mercury target. The portal
particle would subsequently decay to a pair of scalar
dark matter particles, either of which may interact
within a detector [2]. This is shown schematically in
Fig. 1.
A detector sensitive to CEvNS-like processes
would constrain light dark matter. Two models are
used to benchmark the COHERENT sensitivity dis-
tinguished by the nature of the mediator between
SM and dark matter particles: a model with a vec-
tor portal that kinetically mixes with the photon [8–
10], and a model with a leptophobic portal [11] cou-
pling to any SM baryon. In addition to portal and
dark matter particle masses, mV and mχ, the vec-
tor portal model has two coupling constants as free
parameters,  and α′, while the leptophobic param-
eter depends on a single αB . The parameters of the
vector portal model can be conveniently compared
to the cosmological density of dark matter through
the dimensionless quantity, Y [12], given by
Y = 2α′
(
mχ
mV
)4
. (1)
For a chosen mV and mχ, The event rate expected
for coherent χ-nucleus scattering scales like Y 2 while
the cosmological density scales like Y 2/α′. As such,
it is conservative to test the values of α′ near the
perturbative limit. Current limits fall short of the
flux needed to explain cosmologically observed dark
matter, and thus more effort is needed to test this
model. A recent analysis of released COHERENT
CsI data [13] hints at a roughly 2σ excess in the re-
gion where dark matter scatters would be expected,
suggesting this is an exciting area to pursue.
In the leptophobic model, it is more difficult to
connect αB to the expected dark matter relic den-
sity, as the relationship is model dependent [14]. We
thus quote our sensitivity to this model in terms
of αB . Our proposed sensitivity to the leptopho-
bic portal is interesting as beam dump experiments
are frequently most sensitive to ν − e elastic scat-
tering [10, 15], which is incapable of testing this
model. MiniBooNE was able to constrain this model
through specialized beam-stop running which miti-
gated the high-energy neutrino backgrounds [16, 17].
2. THE COHERENT EXPERIMENT AT
THE SPALLATION NEUTRON SOURCE
The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) located
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is the
world’s premier facility for neutron-scattering re-
search, producing pulsed neutron beams with inten-
sities an order of magnitude larger than any other
currently-operating facility. At full beam power, ap-
proximately 1.5× 1014, 1.01 GeV protons bombard
the liquid mercury target in short 600 ns wide bursts
at a rate of 60 Hz. Neutrons produced in spallation
reactions with the mercury target thermalize in cryo-
genic moderators surrounding the target and are de-
livered to neutron-scattering instruments in the SNS
experiment hall. The SNS is a user facility and op-
erates approximately two-thirds of the year.
As a byproduct, the SNS also provides the world’s
most intense pulsed source of neutrinos in an energy
region of specific interest for particle and nuclear as-
trophysics [18]. Interactions of the proton beam in
the mercury target produce pi+ and pi− in addition
to neutrons. The pion decay-in-flight fraction is very
small, and more than 99% of pi− are absorbed due
to the high-Z of the target. This pi+ decay-at-rest
(pi-DAR) neutrino flux therefore has very small un-
certainties on spectral shape, timing, and flavor.
The sharp SNS beam timing structure is highly
beneficial for background rejection and precise char-
acterization of those backgrounds not associated
with the beam [19]. Looking for beam-related signals
only in the 10µs window after a beam spill imposes a
factor of ∼2000 reduction in the steady-state back-
ground, with mitigation for the νµ flux coincident
with the beam pulse better by an order of magni-
tude. COHERENT detectors are placed in a base-
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Figure 1. Overview of a postulated accelerator-produced DM scatter produced at the Spallation Neutron Source
(SNS) beam and measured by COHERENT. A beam of protons is incident on a mercury target on the left. In each
p-Hg interaction, a portal particle, V , to the dark sector may be produced. This portal particle would then decay
into a pair of dark matter particles, χχ′. Each of these may then interact in a nearby COHERENT detector at a
large off-axis angle to the beam.
ment hallway, called “Neutrino Alley”, where the
the neutron flux from the SNS is known to be low,
reducing beam-related neutron backgrounds in CO-
HERENT analyses. We assume 1.4 MW running
with 1.5 × 1023 protons-on-target accumulated per
year. With a planned second target station at the
SNS, this could increase to 2.4 MW [20] providing
quicker accumulation of exposure.
COHERENT collaboration deployments of low-
energy recoil detectors in Neutrino Alley in-
clude [21]: a CsI[Na] detector (used for the “first
light” CEvNS measurement [6], for which data-
taking is now complete), a 24 kg liquid argon detec-
tor, “CENNS-10” [22] ( [23] with low-threshold anal-
ysis underway), a 185 kg NaI[Tl] detector, currently
operating in high-threshold mode (but with plans to
expand to 3.3 tonnes and lower the threshold), and
16 kg of planned HPGe PPC detectors. All of these
will have some sensitivity to accelerator-produced
dark matter. Liquid argon scintillation detectors
have been built on the several-tonne scale with a rel-
atively low threshold. This scalability makes liquid
argon the most promising detector for constraining
sub-GeV dark matter and is thus the focus of this
paper. Currently, we plan to deploy a tonne-scale
liquid argon detector, LAr-1t, in Neutrino Alley to
significantly improve on the success of CENNS-10.
A proposed cryogenic NaI[Ti] scintillation detector
in Neutrino Alley would likely improve constraints
on dark matter masses below 1 MeV/c2, though a
more thorough understanding of the technology is
needed.
The LAr-1t detector is targeted to replace
CENNS-10 in Neutrino Alley. A cylindrical cryostat
will house 750 kg of chilled argon (610 kg fiducial).
A coating of TPB will shift the ultra-violet scintil-
lation to wavelengths compatible with the photo-
detectors. The detector will be instrumented with
either PMT or SiPM photo-detectors with SiPM de-
tectors offering a lower threshold. The detector will
be shielded with water and lead to reduce the neu-
tron and gamma activity within the cryostat. Ad-
ditional shielding could be added in Neutrino Alley
to close a hallway that allows open-air access to the
beam hall. This would further reduce the neutron
background.
3. A DARK MATTER SEARCH WITH
LAR-1T
We present an estimate of the LAr-1t sensitivity
to constrain the vector and leptophobic portals to
scalar dark matter and discuss potential improve-
ments for future detectors using the same detec-
tion strategy. Only dark matter particle masses
1 < mχ < 100 MeV/c
2 are considered. Lower-mass
dark matter is currently inaccessible due to the de-
tector threshold, though proposed detectors with a
∼keVnr threshold may expand the testable parame-
ter space. At Q > ~c / 1 fm, coherent nuclear recoils
are highly suppressed through the nuclear form fac-
tor [24]. For portal masses greater than 100 MeV/c2,
fewer than 25% of nuclear scatters have a suitably
low Q2 to avoid this suppression. Liquid argon may
still be competitive in this region through inelastic
scattering, but more study is needed.
Signal efficiencies and background rates are esti-
mated from our operating experience with CENNS-
10 which together yield a prediction as a function of
recoil energy and arrival time relative to the SNS
pulse. We also incorporate systematic errors on
this prediction. Systematic nuisance parameters are
profiled by maximizing a log-likelihood prediction
while incorporating dark matter. The fit is energy-
dependent to take advantage of differences in the
recoil spectrum of CEvNS and dark matter events.
For this calculation, all beyond the standard model
effects, such as neutrino non-standard interactions,
outside of the hypothesized dark matter and media-
tor particles are ignored.
3
3.1. Dark Matter Scatters
A flux of dark matter particles passing through
LAr-1t would interact coherently with an argon nu-
cleus, producing a rate of nuclear recoil signatures.
We use the BdNMC event generator [14] to deter-
mine the energy spectrum of argon recoils in our de-
tectors, parameterized by the dark matter and por-
tal masses. Dark matter is generated by decaying
portal particles produced through three processes:
pi0 decay, η0 decay, and nuclear absorption of pi−.
The pi0(η0) decay channel does not contribute for
mχ > mpi/2(mη/2) due to kinematic constraints. A
GEANT4 [25] simulation of the SNS is used to de-
termine the pion kinematics relevant for determin-
ing the dark matter flux. The simulation predicts
0.09 pi+/pi0, 0.04 pi−, and 0.002 η per incident pro-
ton are produced at Tp = 1.01 GeV [26], the current
SNS beam energy.
Though this is below the pp → ppη threshold,
Tp = 1.25 GeV for a stationary proton target, nu-
clear motion within atoms in the target allows for
production at the SNS beam energy. A calculation
that explicitly accounts for sub-threshold production
[27] agrees with the BdNMC prediction to 30%.
The argon recoil spectrum is then convolved with
detector resolution effects. Applying the argon
quenching factor (ratio of detector response for nu-
clear recoils with respect to electron energy loss) and
light yield results in the distribution of observed en-
ergy deposited in the detector. The quenching fac-
tor is assumed linear and fit to several independent
measurements [28–31]; it is between 25 and 30% in
the region of interest. This is then smeared us-
ing an energy-dependent resolution that is ∼18%
at 20 keVnr near the center of the CEvNS distri-
bution. We assume a light yield of 4.2 photoelec-
trons per keVee, which gives an efficiency curve with
a 20 keVnr threshold. We have achieved this light
yield with the CENNS-10 prototype detector and
a detector simulation shows this is achievable with
LAr-1t.
For the baseline between the target and detector,
L = 28.4 m, the time of flight for dark matter par-
ticles is on average 3 ns longer than L/c, much less
than the SNS beam pulse width of 600 ns. Further,
no simulated events reached the detector more than
1 µs after the arrival of the first neutrinos from the
beam. Thus, the dark matter signal is coincident
with the “prompt” νµ flux produced from pi
+ decay
in the SNS target.
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Figure 2. The predicted distribution of expected dark
matter signal, blue, and analysis backgrounds expected
in three years with 610 kg of fiducial volume. Prompt
events are those that appear within the first 1 µs of
the waveform while delayed events reconstruct between 1
and 6 µs. The signal lies entirely within the 1 µs prompt
window, allowing for in-situ constraint of CEvNS un-
certainties in the 5µs delayed time bin. The steady-
state background will be measured from out-of-time
data and assumes filling with underground argon. The
neutron background estimate will depend on additional
measurements for a precise prediction. The dark mat-
ter component assumes the vector portal model with
 = 8.77 × 10−5, α′ = 0.5, mχ = 15 MeV/c2, and
mV = 45 MeV/c
2.
3.2. Analysis Backgrounds
There are three sources of background for this
search, each of which has already been studied in
CENNS-10 [23]: steady-state backgrounds, beam-
related neutrons, and CEvNS. The expected energy
distribution of backgrounds, along with dark mat-
ter signal normalized to 4× the sensitivity limit, is
shown in Fig. 2.
Steady-state backgrounds are measured in-situ us-
ing out-of-time data taken while the beam is on.
Thus, the distribution of these events is known with-
out bias. Though directly measured, this back-
ground reduces our statistical sensitivity due to the
high rate, primarily from β decay of 39Ar. This is
a cosmogenically-activated isotope of argon with a
lifetime of 269 years. The concentration of 39Ar
can be dramatically reduced by filling the detec-
tor with argon mined from underground [32]. For
every 1 µs of livetime integrated per spill, we ex-
pect 14.58 (1.52) events for each kg-year of expo-
sure for atmospheric (underground) argon. For run-
ning with underground argon, we expect a 100×
reduction of the 39Ar background. We assume no
change to the steady-state background related to
other sources, which is conservative as roughly 10%
of the background is produced by a pipe of radioac-
4
tive gas that runs through Neutrino Alley. We are
currently installing a shielding to mitigate this back-
ground, though its effectiveness has not been fully
determined. As this background does not introduce
a systematic error into the analysis, we can compen-
sate for the increased 39Ar rate in atmospheric argon
by increasing exposure. Roughly a 3.1× increase in
exposure is needed to match sensitivities calculated
in the case of underground argon if LAr-1t is filled
with atmospheric argon.
We will also have a beam-related background,
dominated by neutrons. The neutron flux through
Neutrino Alley is low enough that a CEvNS mea-
surement is possible, though neutrons still yield a
notable background component for these analyses
[6, 23]. These scatters are prompt, occurring con-
currently with the νµ flux through the detector.
There is a secondary flux of neutrons stemming from
Neutrino-Induced Neutrons (NINs) where a neutron
is emitted in a neutrino interaction with a neutron-
rich atom [33] such as lead used in the detector
shielding. The NIN background is largely uncorre-
lated with the uncertainty in the prompt neutron
background and is not confined to the prompt time
window. However, fewer than one event per LAr-1t
running in the entire 6 µs analysis window is ex-
pected to penetrate the water shielding surrounding
the detector and produce a signal so that the uncer-
tainty in this background has a negligible impact on
the analysis.
With uncertainties in both the normalization,
energy distribution, and time profile of the neu-
tron background, an ancillary measurement of the
energy-dependent neutron flux at the detector loca-
tion will be essential. As the majority of neutrons
are prompt, and thus coincident with signal, a sig-
nificant bias in this background rate could result in a
false positive detection of dark matter. The prompt
neutron rate is estimated to be 0.53 events for each
kg-year of exposure. This is a significantly reduced
rate compared to our experience with CENNS-10. A
GEANT4 simulation suggests this rate is achievable
with shielding the detector with a neutron moder-
ator though must be tested in-situ. The projected
sensitivity does not strongly depend on the neutron
rate, however. A neutron normalization 10× higher
would only degrade the projected sensitivity on Y by
a factor of roughly 1.8, assuming the neutron event
rate is known to the same precision.
Finally, CEvNS will give a significant background
with 2.98 (4.07) selected CEvNS per kg-year in the
prompt (delayed) timing window. The expression
for the CEvNS cross section is cleanly predicted in
the SM, however, there is an uncertainty associated
with the argon form factor suppression of the cross
section. The effect of this uncertainty on our pre-
dicted CEvNS rates is much smaller than other error
sources. Additionally, the uncertainties on this back-
ground in the prompt window can be constrained
with data through analysis of the delayed CEvNS.
As there are strong correlations between prompt and
delayed events, a simultaneous fit of prompt and de-
layed events will mitigate the systematic uncertainty
on the prompt neutrino background.
3.3. Systematic Uncertainties
We have evaluated the errors associated with the
likely leading sources of systematic uncertainty for
this study, incorporating both normalization and
shape differences into the analysis. We assign a
10% uncertainty on the SNS flux, estimated by
a GEANT4 simulation[25] of the beam, by taking
the spread in neutrino yields determined by several
physics models. This same uncertainty is applied
to the dark matter flux produced through pi0 decay
and pi− absorption. A 30% uncertainty on the dark
matter flux produced by η0 decay is included and
uncorrelated to cover differences between the η pro-
duction estimates listed in Sec. 3.1.
There is also an uncorrelated 10% uncertainty on
the neutron flux. This is the target precision for
forthcoming neutron flux measurements within Neu-
trino Alley. Understanding the neutron flux to only
50% would reduce our sensitivity on φDM by up to
a factor of two while a reduced uncertainty of 5% or
lower would further improve our constraint.
We consider two additional sources of uncertainty
that affect the CEvNS and dark matter recoil spec-
tra. A roughly 2% uncertainty on the quenching
factor in liquid argon, motivated by external quench-
ing factor measurements [28–31], adjusts the shape
of the distribution of ionization energy deposited by
CEvNS and signal events given the distribution of
nuclear recoil energies. Integrated over the energy
spectrum, the quenching factor gives a 1.2% uncer-
tainty on the CEvNS event count. We also account
for uncertainty in the CEvNS cross section by ad-
justing the nuclear form factor. We assume the Helm
form factor formula, and adjust the neutron radius
by ±3% from the central value, whuch is slightly
more conservative than the spread from a recent cal-
culation for argon [24]. This gives a 1.5% uncer-
tainty in the total event rate. Both the quenching
factor and form factor uncertainties apply to CEvNS
and dark matter recoils, and we treat these effects
as correlated for both event types. There is no sys-
tematic uncertainty included for the timing of the
neutrino pulse through Neutrino Alley, under the
realistic assumption that pulse arrival time determi-
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Figure 3. The estimated error band on the dark mat-
ter prediction for three years of LAr-1t running within
the leptophobic model with mχ = 5 MeV/c
2, mV =
50 MeV/c2, and αB set to 50% higher than the sensi-
tivity limit. Statistical errors are given by the Poisson
error of subtracting the background. The red error band
gives the total systematic error band. The blue band
gives the systematic error after constraining the errors
with delayed CEvNS events.
nation will be done with sufficient precision to make
this a negligible effect.
As the dark matter signal is relativistic and falls
within the prompt time window, there is no sig-
nal but several thousand CEvNS expected in the
delayed sample, making the delayed sample a con-
venient sideband for constraining systematic uncer-
tainties. The time structure and energy distribution
of the neutrino flux is set by the kinematics of pi+
and µ+ decay, which are very well understood, and
the decay-in-flight contamination to the flux is less
than a 1% contribution. Thus, uncertainties that af-
fect the CEvNS background in the prompt time win-
dow are strongly correlated with any CEvNS seen
in the delayed window, and data observed in the
delayed window can constrain the standard model
background expected in the prompt window, coinci-
dent with dark matter signal.
To illustrate the power of this delayed constraint,
the recoil spectrum of the background-subtracted
dark matter prediction is shown along with the sys-
tematic error band in Figure 3. Also shown is the
systematic error band after constraining the prompt
background with events in the delayed bin. There
is a significant reduction of the systematic uncer-
tainty, particularly near the peak of the distribution
where the unconstrained systematic error band is
larger than the signal prediction.
3.4. Sensitivity Calculation
For a given mχ and mV , we calculate the min-
imum dark matter coupling constants that are in-
consistent with the Asimov prediction [34] without
dark matter. For any choice of model parameters
and nuisance parameters, a −2 logL is defined by
−2 logL(~θ) =
Nbins∑
i=1
[
ei − oi + oi log oi
ei
]
+
Nsyst∑
j=1
δ2j
σ2j
(2)
with ~θ giving the model parameters and ~δ giving
the pulls on each systematic uncertainty. There are
24 bins in the sum: 12 energy bins in both the
prompt and delayed time window. The expected
counts, ei, is a function of ~θ and ~δ, and oi gives the
Asimov prediction in each bin used as fake data. A
χ2 = −2 logL is calculated for all possible values of
~θ by profiling over all nuisance parameters.
For each point in parameter space, the ∆χ2 be-
tween the tested parameters and the standard model
without dark matter is calculated. The 90% sensitiv-
ity curve, drawn using ∆χ2 < 2.706, constraining a
vector portal to sub-GeV dark matter is shown in Fig
4. Assuming the model mediated by a vector portal
particle that kinematically mixes with the photon,
we improve constraints for 1.3 < mχ < 70 MeV/c
2,
nearly the entire range accessible to the detector.
For a choice of mass parameters, the observed flux
of cosmological dark matter scales is expected at
a specific Y , while the event rate in our detec-
tor scales like 4α′ ∝ Y 2/α′ [12]. Thus, any con-
straint on Y can be translated to an upper con-
straint on α′, below which the experiment would
rule out the cosmologically observed dark matter
flux within the model. Also, the sensitivity to ex-
clude a certain flux of dark matter is related linearly
to the sensitivity in α′. For 6 < mχ < 30 MeV/c2,
we would rule out the thermal flux for α′ < 0.1.
For much of the studied range, we can improve on
current constraints by over an order of magnitude
on dark matter flux. Currently, this kinematically-
mixed vector model is best constrained with data
from LSND for mχ < 8 MeV/c
2 [35], MiniBooNE
for 8 < mχ < 60 MeV/c
2 [17], and BaBar [36] for
mχ > 60 MeV/c
2 in the parameter space of interest
with data from E137 [37] and BNL E949 [38] com-
petitive.
As the current best constraints on this dark mat-
ter model mediated by a vector are incapable of con-
straining the leptophobic portal model, our sensitiv-
ity to this model is very competitive in the region
between 10 and 500 MeV, as shown in Fig. 5. This
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improves on current bounds of dark matter flux by
up to six orders of magnitude as φDM ∝ α3B .
4. FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR CEVNS
DETECTORS
CEvNS detectors can significantly improve on the
LAr-1t sensitivity with realistic assumptions on de-
tector configuration and systematic errors that are
achievable with the next generation of detectors. We
estimate that a liquid argon detector could probe
a dark matter flux up to 2000× lower than cur-
rent constraints. A comparison of potential im-
provements is shown in Fig. 6, showing CEvNS
detectors have the potential to cover the pertur-
bative region of parameter space with α′ < 1 for
4 < mχ < 100 MeV/c
2 within the vector portal
model.
A detector capable of determining the direction-
ality of any observed nuclear recoil signal [39] from
dark matter may further improve background rejec-
tion techniques. Additionally, a confirmation of the
angular differential cross section would serve as a
valuable check for confirming any observed excess
is consistent with dark matter scatters. A detector
with such capabilities would be very different from
the proposed scintillation detector described here,
though its sensitivity in the SNS beam line would
be an interesting future calculation.
4.1. Effectiveness of Analysis Strategy with
Higher Mass Detectors
As shown in Fig. 3, statistical errors dominate
at 610 kg × 3 years of exposure. We therefore
would expect continued improvement in dark matter
searches with a larger accumulated dataset. With a
next-generation detector with 10 tonnes of fiducial
volume, sensitivity would continue to improve after
several years of exposure. After 50 tonne-yr of ex-
posure, this measurement would not yet be system-
atically limited.
4.2. Reduction of Flux Uncertainty
In the years before LAr-1t is commissioned, un-
derstanding of the relevant systematic uncertainties
is likely to improve. Thus, we repeat the above sen-
sitivity calculation with assumptions of reduced er-
rors. The neutrino and dark matter flux uncertainty
is reduced from 10% to 3%, which we plan to achieve
through an independent measurement of the neu-
trino flux using a D2O detector in Neutrino Alley.
Using the precisely calculated νe CC cross section
on deuterium [40], the measured event rate would
give the neutrino flux with small uncertainty. The
enhancement in sensitivity we achieve with this re-
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Figure 6. The reach of a dark matter search with a
next-generation liquid argon CEvNS detector with vari-
ous potential improvements as described in the text. Im-
plementing a 10-tonne scale would push constraints, but
an on-axis detector is needed to rule out all perturbative
values of α′. The perturbative range is ruled out for a
10-tonne on-axis detector for 4 < mχ < 100 MeV/c
2 in
the analyzed window.
duced uncertainty is shown in Fig. 6. The sensitivity
improvement is equivalent to a roughly 30% increase
in accumulated exposure for each of the scenarios
tested.
4.3. Utilizing Angular Dependence of the Dark
Matter Flux
Though the neutrino flux from a pi-DAR beam is
isotropic, the flux of portal particles to the dark sec-
tor produced would be boosted, and thus correlated
with the beam direction. A CEvNS detector placed
on-axis would thus see a greater dark matter flux,
increasing the predicted signal. The angular depen-
dence of the predicted dark matter flux through the
detector is shown in Fig. 7 with the baseline fixed
to the LAr-1t planned location: 28.4 m.
In addition to increased flux produced through
pi0 → V γ, there is a notable contribution from
η0 → V γ. These are produced near threshold
and are non-relativistic in the center-of-momentum
frame and thus boosted into very forward direc-
tions in the lab frame. In the parameter space
mpi/2 < mχ < mη/2, where there is no pro-
duction through pi0 decay, the increase in flux
can be quite large. For instance, we expect a
5.5×(390×) increase in dark matter flux on-axis with
mχ = 1(100) MeV/c
2 and mV = 3(300) MeV/c
2.
Also, in the event of an experimental detection of
sub-GeV dark matter, mapping this angular depen-
dence with a CEvNS detector would be key evidence
Figure 7. The expected rate of dark matter scatters in
our detector as a function of the placement angle relative
to the beam, as a fraction of the on-axis flux and sep-
arated by production channel with mχ = 15 MeV and
mV = 45 MeV. For portal masses below the pion mass,
there are notable contributions from three production
channels, but for mχ > mpi/2, η → V γ dominates.
to strengthen the claim of discovery and refine un-
derstanding of physics parameters.
With the trade-off between the increase in neu-
tron flux on-axis and more strategies to reduce the
neutron flux in a purpose-built detector hall, we as-
sume the neutron rate in the detector is the same as
in the CENNS-10 position in Neutrino Alley. With
this and the LAr-1t steady-state and CEvNS back-
grounds, we assemble a sensitivity for an on-axis de-
tector with both 610 kg × 3 yrs and 10-t × 5 yrs of
exposure. In either case, the on-axis detector has the
potential to probe φDM 6× lower than that acces-
sible to a detector in the CENNS-10 location, with
the gains yet more significant for mχ > mpi/2.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Dark matter direct detection experiments have
made significant progress searching for a flux of ther-
mal WIMP particles in the past decades. How-
ever, these experiments quickly lose sensitivity for
dark matter masses below the Lee-Weinberg bound,
∼1 GeV/c2. Masses below this, however, are
well within the grasp of accelerator-based searches.
Thus, direct-detection and detection of accelerator-
produced dark matter probe complementary mass
scales and together can extend the probed parame-
ter space for a relic dark matter WIMP.
We assess the ability for the LAr-1t detector,
whose design is being finalized and is to be im-
plemented at the SNS, to probe vector and lep-
tophobic portals to sub-GeV scalar dark matter.
With uncertainties informed by our ongoing expe-
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rience with LAr CEvNS detectors, we find such a
detector would improve upon current bounds for
1 < mχ < 100 MeV/c
2. The coherent enhancement
of the CEvNS-like dark matter cross section on nu-
clei and ability to constrain systematic uncertain-
ties using the delayed CEvNS from a pi-DAR beam
gives us leading sensitivity even compared to detec-
tors more than an order of magnitude larger.
The LAr scintillation detector technology, already
being studied by the collaboration with a small
prototype detector, is an ideal vehicle to test this
dark matter parameter space. This detection strat-
egy is easily scalable, with a 50 tonne-yr exposure
reasonably achievable with a next-generation detec-
tor. Through implementing a 10 tonne-scale detec-
tor while taking advantage of the directionality of
the dark matter flux, these detectors would test pa-
rameter space that are consistent with the observed
flux of astrophysical dark matter. The sensitivity
reach of this strategy is significant, for a large range
of dark matter masses would represent a test of dark
matter flux three orders of magnitude below the cur-
rent best limits.
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